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More Poems
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- Cindy King, Lancaster, TX
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Road trip
There is a fine literary tradition here
Wordsworth took walking tours
of the Continent and in America
Kerouac put it on chassis
and drove Highway 40 straight through
to Denver Thelma and Louise
took their turns at the wheel
Tubman took an underground road
kids take them in summer to the park
teenagers to Florida
Emily Dickinson took one with Death
who kindly stopped
a poem is a harder road trip
the heat where the asphalt bumps
then buckles
the desert mirages just ahead
the unwary driver with rowdy passengers
igneous rock under pavement

-Patricia Cherin, Long Beach, CA
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NO ANGEL
Because you are you
& because they do not suffer
because their weather is never harsh
& they share nothing of the storms
that drive us in and burn us out
& because they are never in trouble
because they do not dance but on a pin
because they have no heat for anger
because they have no blood because
they do not eat drink nor defecate
& because they have no sense of humor
& because their lips are not discemable
but for a wide thin crease from ear to ear
& because their eyes are empty
but for the expansive light of heaven
& because they have not heard of sex
because they are never lonely
& because they do not judge
because they are not human
because they are abstract
& because their bodies are illusion
& because their wings beat nothing
& because they have no will by God's
you are higher than the angels

- E. M Schorb, Mooresville, NC
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- Guy Beining, Great Barrington, MA
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- David VandeWaa, Grand Rapids, Ml

robert capa photographed
a spanish

solider shot in the head
who bounced flat
on his back
against a hillside
(where comrades found
him gushing red rattling
like castanets muffled
in a dust storm that died
down grit settling
on platelets bits
of his shirt & suspenders
kissed by the wind)

& what i'd like to learn
robert is when
to click the shutter
that catches havoc
just as it hits
headfrrst.

· -James Reiss, Wilmette, IL
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Henry Perronet Briggs : Ira Aldridge, 1830, oil on canvas
The brief bio in the catalogue
Of the National Portrait Gallery
Laments that this black Shakespearean actor,
And later artists such as Josephine Baker
And Dexter Gordon (I could add Bud Powell
And Dee Dee Bridgewater) "went to Europe
To practice their art ." And they were indeed
Formidable talents. But our culture
Survived their egress , whereas consider how
Impoverished European culture might have been
Had they not sowed their blue notes
And driving rhythms over there.

Augustus Washington: John Brown, c. 1846-47, Daguerreotype
He does seem a little on the,
Shall we say, aggressiv e side.
A gene or two of Irish
In the haystack?
A hothead?
Well, his hair does stand on end
As if perhaps on fire .
Ah well, it takes all types
To make Civil Wars
(which tend to be remarkably uncivil).
He and Honest Abe constituted
A pretty cool bad cop / good cop team ,
A left-right combo to the gut and jaw .
But the bad cop seldom gets the credit.
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Jamie Wyeth : Lincoln Kirstein , 1965
Viewing this chiaroscuro ofL. K.,
With only his profile and white collar visible
(No blue-collar worker, he!)
His black suit a part of the black canvas,
I think not of his founding with Balanchine of
The School of American Ballet
And the New York City Ballet
And the Dance Archives of MOMA,
Not even of my brief and brash
(on my part)
Correspondence with him,
But of his tossing me into the Cummings Society,
As a sorry bone of substitution for himself
(No fan of Edward Estlin, and Harvard be Damned!),
And of how via that quirk of coincidence
My life has been immeasurably enriched by
The distinguished, remarkable, but always
Remarkably unstuffy individuals I have come
To know as a result: Norman and Zelda Friedman,
David Forrest, Richard S. Kennedy, Michael Webster,
Bernard Stehle, Michael Dylan Welch, the many
Others at conferences, and the many poets with whom
I've been privileged to share the pages of Spring:
John Tagliabue, Tony Quagliano, Louis Turco,
Richard Kostelanetz, Patricia Cherin, Kristin LaVietes ...
I just want to thank all of the Cummings crowd
(no lower cases allowed)
Who have shared with me their scholarship,
Their creativity, and their warm humanity,
And I want to thank Lincoln Kirstein
For always being Lincoln Kirstein
Whose striking portrait resides in The National Gallery
And who so rightly surmised
That I had always enjoyed reading E. E. Cummings
More than I ever would enjoy writing rhyming verse.
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Alice Neel: Linus Pauling, oil on canvas , 1969
Linus Pauling was awarded two Nobel Prizes ,
One for Chem istry and one for Peace .
This painting places him in a non-laboratorial
Setting to emphasize "the breadth of his commitments ."
His sociopolitical causes , of course , obviated
Much scientific research from " 1945-1965 ."
He wrote a book, No More Warf
Which may have been influential in bringing about
The Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty.
Unfortunately , Nuclear Weapons continue to
Be tested , and warfare has, if anything, not merely
Proliferated, but prospered. He also advocated
Massive Doses of Vitamin C to cure just about
Everything , which has now been proven of
Questionable value , if not downright toxic.
There ' s no telling how much good
The Science that he didn't do
Might have benefitted humanity.
I kind of wish he'd stuck with it,
Because he seems to have been
Pretty good at it.
Frankly, I also wish that poets
Would stick to their poems,
Since they seldom prove to have been
Great Sociopolitical Thinkers .
Then again very few of them
Demonstrate much literary talent either ,
So it may be just as well when their Protests
Silence their strophes for blessed respites ,
Since we can be damn sure the moves and shakers
Aren't paying any attention to
Their whiny petitions anyway.

- Gerald Locklin , long Beach, CA
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Translating Cummings: Into Birdspeak

***
only some silence called a breezy flutelike phrase,
each sliding upward, a liquid whit or foot,
at night a short whistled quee

***
crazy harsh slurringjeeah or jay;
or musical queedle, queedle blue)

***
your kingbird doesn't give a nasal dzeep
or a rapid sputter of high, bickering
electric-shock notes : dzee-dzee-dzee,
etc. , and kit-kit-kitter-kitter, etc.

***
"if i
should tell you anything"
(that eagerly sweet carolling
self answers me
"i could not fast lively warble,
or dull, flat, metallic pik or tick

***
may I be gay
like every clear tsee-titi
or (song) tinkling, irregular, high-pitched , often prolonged

- T.P. Perrin, Binghamton , NY
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